The present article studies geometric step options in exponential Lévy markets. Our contribution is manifold and extends several aspects of the geometric step option pricing literature. First, we provide symmetry and parity relations and derive various characterizations for both European-type and American-type geometric double barrier step options. In particular, we are able to obtain a jump-diffusion disentanglement for the early exercise premium of American-type geometric double barrier step contracts and its maturity-randomized equivalent as well as to characterize the diffusion and jump contributions to these early exercise premiums separately by means of partial integro-differential equations and ordinary integro-differential equations. As an application of our characterizations, we derive semi-analytical pricing results for (regular) European-type and American-type geometric down-and-out step call options under hyper-exponential jump-diffusion models. Lastly, we use the latter results to discuss the early exercise structure of geometric step options once jumps are added and to subsequently provide an analysis of the impact of jumps on the price and hedging parameters of (European-type and American-type) geometric step contracts.
Introduction
Since their introduction in the seminal article of Linetsky (cf. [Li99] ) and their generalization in the subsequent work of Davydov and Linetsky (cf. [DL02] ) geometric step options have constantly gained attention in both the financial industry and the academic literature (cf. [CCW10] , [CMW13] , [XY13] , [WZ16] , [WZB17] , [DLM19] ). As a whole class of financial contracts written on an underlying asset, these options have the particularity to cumulatively and proportionally loose or gain value when the underlying asset price stays below or above a predetermined threshold and consequently offer a continuum of alternatives between standard options and (standard) barrier options. Especially when compared with the latter options, geometric step contracts bring clear advantages: Due to their immediate cancellation (or activation) when the barrier level is breached, (standard) barrier options are extremely sensitive to any (temporary) change in the underlying asset price near the barrier so that (delta-)hedging is not reasonably feasible in this region. Additionally, the immediate knock-out (or knock-in) feature inherent to (standard) barrier options may incentivize influential market participants to manipulate the underlying asset price close to the barrier, hence triggering cancellation (or activation) of these options. Switching from an immediate to a cumulative and proportional knock-out (or knock-in) feature instead substantially helps addressing these concerns. Indeed, in contrast to (standard) barrier options, the delta of geometric step contracts does not explode and is even continuous at the barrier. This already allows for typical delta-hedges across the barrier level. Furthermore, since it is more difficult to control underlying asset prices over an extended period of time, geometric step options are more robust to temporary market manipulations and therefore better protect their holders against adverse actions of market participants in the underlying asset.
The present article studies (European-type and American-type) geometric step contracts under exponential Lévy dynamics. Our paper's contribution is manifold and extends several aspects of the geometric step option pricing literature: Firstly, we establish symmetry and parity relations for geometric double barrier step contracts under exponential Lévy models. Since standard options are naturally embedded in the whole class of geometric double barrier step options, these results generalize in particular the ones obtained in [FM06] , [FM14] . Secondly, we derive various characterizations for European-type and American-type geometric double barrier step contracts as well as for their respective maturity-randomized quantities. Most notably, we are able to derive a jump-diffusion disentanglement for the early exercise premium of American-type geometric double barrier step options and its maturity-randomized equivalent as well as to characterize the diffusion and jump contributions to these early exercise premiums separately by means of partial integrodifferential equations (PIDEs) and ordinary integro-differential equations (OIDEs). Our results translate the formalism introduced in [FMV19] to the setting of geometric double barrier step contracts and generalize at the same time the ideas introduced in [CYY13], [LV17] and [CV18] to Lévy-driven markets. Next, as an application of these characterizations, we derive semi-analytical pricing results for (regular) Europeantype and American-type geometric down-and-out step call options under hyper-exponential jump-diffusion processes. 1 Although semi-analytical pricing results for European-type geometric step options were already obtained by other authors under similar asset dynamics (cf. [CCW10] , [WZ16] , [WZB17] ), we note that these results employed double Laplace transform techniques while our method only relies on a one-dimensional Laplace(-Carson) transform. Additionally, the current geometric step option pricing literature seems to either study the Black & Scholes framework (cf. [BS73] ) or only European-type geometric step options under more advanced models. To the best of our knowledge, we are therefore the first to provide characterizations 1 It is worth recalling that hyper-exponential jump-diffusion processes are particularly suitable for financial modeling since they are able to provide arbitrarily close approximations to Lévy processes having a completely monotone jump density. The latter processes form an important class of Lévy models and include popular market dynamics such as Variance Gamma (VG) processes (cf. [MS90] , [MCC98] ), the CGMY model (cf. [CGMY02] ), and Normal Inverse Gaussian (NIG) processes (cf. [BN97] ).
as well as (tractable) pricing results for American-type geometric step options. Lastly, we discuss the early exercise structure of geometric step options once jumps are added and subsequently provide an analysis of the impact of jumps on the price and hedging parameters of (European-type and American-type) geometric step contracts. As of now, no clear investigation of this sensitivity to jumps has been provided in the geometric step option pricing literature, which is mainly due to the scarcity of publications dealing with (American-type) geometric step options with jumps.
The remaining of this paper is structured as follows: In Section 2, we introduce (European-type and American-type) geometric step options under exponential Lévy markets and discuss symmetry and parity relations as well as PIDE and OIDE characterizations of these options. Section 3 deals with geometric step contracts under hyper-exponential jump-diffusion models. Here, semi-analytical pricing results for both European-type and American-type contracts are derived by combining the derivations of Section 2 with certain properties of the hyper-exponential distribution. These theoretical results are subsequently exemplified in Section 4, where structural and numerical properties of (regular) geometric down-and-out step call options with jumps are illustrated and a comparison to the respective results in the standard Black & Scholes framework is provided. The paper concludes with Section 5. All proofs and complementary results are presented in the appendices (Appendix A and B).
Geometric Step Options and Exponential Lévy Markets 2.1 General Framework
We start with a filtered probability space (Ω, F, F, Q) -a chosen risk-neutral probability space 2 -, whose filtration F = (F t ) t≥0 satisfies the usual conditions and consider two assets, a deterministic savings account (B t (r)) t≥0 satisfying B t (r) = e rt , r ≥ 0, t ≥ 0, (2.1) and a risky asset (S t ) t≥0 , whose price dynamics, under Q, are described by the following (ordinary) exponential Lévy model S t = S 0 e Xt , S 0 > 0, t ≥ 0.
(2.2)
Here, the process (X t ) t≥0 is an F-Lévy process associated with a triplet (b X , σ 2 X , Π X ), i.e. a càdlàg (rightcontinuous with left limits) process having independent and stationary increments and Lévy-exponent Ψ X (·) defined, for θ ∈ R, by
where E Q [·] refers to expectation with respect to the measure Q. Numerous models in the financial literature fall into this framework. Important examples include hyper-exponential jump-diffusion (HEJD) models (cf. [Ko02] , [Ca09] ), Variance Gamma (VG) processes (cf. [MS90] , [MCC98] ), the CGMY model (cf. [CGMY02] ) as well as Generalized Hyperbolic (GH) processes such as the popular Normal Inverse Gaussian (NIG) model (cf. [BN97] ).
Applying standard results (cf. [Sa99] , [Ap09] ), allows us to decompose (X t ) t≥0 in terms of its diffusion and 2 It is well-known that exponential Lévy markets are incomplete as defined by Harrison and Pliska (cf. [HP81] ). Specifying or discussing a particular choice of risk-neutral measure is not the sake of this article. Instead, we assume that a pricing measure under which our model has the required dynamics was previously fixed. jump parts as
where (W t ) t≥0 denotes an F-Brownian motion, and N X refers to an independent Poisson random measure on [0, ∞) × R \ {0} that has intensity measure given by Π X . Here, we use for t ≥ 0 and any Borel set A ∈ B(R \ {0}) the following notation: N X (t, A) := N X ((0, t] × A), N X (dt, dy) := N X (dt, dy) − Π X (dy)dt, N X (dt, dy) := Ñ X (dt, dy), if |y| ≤ 1, N X (dt, dy), if |y| > 1.
Additionally, the Laplace exponent of the Lévy process (X t ) t≥0 can be defined for any θ ∈ R satisfying E Q e θX 1 < ∞ and is then recovered from Ψ X (·) via the following identity:
(2.5)
In the sequel, we always assume that Φ X (·) is at least for θ = 1 well-defined or, equivalently, that the price process (S t ) t≥0 is integrable. Additionally, we assume that the asset (S t ) t≥0 pays a proportional dividend with constant rate δ ≥ 0. In terms of the asset dynamics, this implies that the discounted cum-dividend price process (e −(r−δ)t S t ) t≥0 is a martingale under Q, which then requires that Φ X (1) = r − δ.
(2.6)
In particular, rewriting (2.6) allows us to recover the following expression for b X :
Such dynamics are typically found when studying foreign exchange markets. In this case, holdings in the foreign currency can earn the foreign risk-free interest rate, which therefore corresponds, for each investment in the foreign currency, to a dividend payment of a certain amount δ ≥ 0 (cf. [JC04] , [GK83] ).
Finally, it should be noted that (S t ) t≥0 has a Markovian structure. Following standard theory of Markov processes, we therefore recall that its infinitesimal generator is a partial integro-differential operator given,
where E Q x [·] denotes expectation under Q x , the pricing measure having initial distribution S 0 = x. We will extensively make use of these notations in the upcoming sections.
Characterizing Geometric Step Options
As mentioned in the introduction, geometric step options are financial contracts that are written on an underlying asset and that cumulatively and proportionally loose or gain value when the underlying's price stays above or below a certain, predetermined threshold. As such, these contracts are closely linked to the time the asset's price spends above or below a barrier level, so-called occupation times. To fix the notation, we define, for a time t ≥ 0, the occupation time of asset (S t ) t≥0 below ( − ) and above ( + ) a constant barrier level > 0 over the time interval [0, t] via
In addition, we set, for γ ≥ 0,
(2.10) and allow this way each of the occupation times Γ − t, and Γ + t, to start at a given initial value γ ≥ 0. This generalization proves useful when valuing geometric step options over their entire lifetime. In this case, γ refers to the occupation time the process (S t ) t≥0 has spent in the respective region from the establishment of the contract until the valuation date under consideration.
As for many other types of options, geometric step options can be found in various styles. Depending on the exercise specification, there exist European-type and American-type geometric step call and put options. Additionally, one can distinguish between "knock-in", "knock-out" as well as "up" and "down" features. Therefore, it is possible to construct a total of 32 different geometric step contracts, all of which can be studied in the unifying framework of geometric double barrier step options. A geometric double barrier step option with initial values S 0 = x ≥ 0 and Γ − 0,L (γ L ) = γ L ≥ 0, Γ + 0,H (γ H ) = γ H ≥ 0, strike price K ≥ 0, barrier levels 0 ≤ L ≤ H < ∞, and knock-out/knock-in rates ρ L , ρ H ∈ R pays off
(2.11) at the exercise time t ≥ 0. Here, any of the barrier levels, ∈ {L, H}, is said to be of knock-out type whenever ρ ≤ 0, while the case of ρ > 0 is referred to as a knock-in feature.
Using standard valuation principles, probabilistic representations for the value of any type of geometric double barrier step options are readily obtained. For instance, the value of a European-type geometric double barrier knock-out step call defined on the exponential Lévy market (2.1), (2.2), (2.6) and having maturity T ≥ 0, initial values S 0 = x ≥ 0 and Γ − 0,L (γ L ) = γ L ≥ 0, Γ + 0,H (γ H ) = γ H ≥ 0, strike price K ≥ 0, barrier levels 0 ≤ L ≤ H < ∞, and knock-out rates ρ L , ρ H ≤ 0 is obtained as
(2.12) where we use the Lévy-exponent Ψ X (·) to refer to the dynamics of the Lévy process (2.4) and therefore to further characterize the dynamics of the underlying price process (S t ) t≥0 specified in (2.2). Similarly, the value of a corresponding American-type geometric double barrier knock-out step call can be shown to have the representation
where T [0,T ] denotes the set of stopping times that take values in the interval [0, T ]. Here, we note that both values (2.12) and (2.13) may be understood, for a given pair of times (t, T ) satisfying 0 ≤ t ≤ T < ∞, as the time-t value of the respective geometric step contract having maturity T , i.e. we usually have in mind that T = T − t denotes the remaining time to maturity.
At this point, it is important to emphasize that other types of step options exist. Already in his seminal work, Linetsky introduced the class of arithmetic step options as other alternative to barrier options. Compared to standard call and put options, both geometric and arithmetic step options are characterized by an additional adjustment factor. However, while the adjustment factor of geometric step options is given as exponential function of (possibly one of) the occupation times defined in (2.10), arithmetic step contracts are characterized by truncated linear adjustments. This implies in particular that, under comparable knock-out rates, arithmetic step contracts will knock-out faster than their geometric counterparts (cf. [Li99] , [DL02] ). Clearly, our goal is not to discuss results for all existing types of step options. We will therefore mainly focus on geometric double barrier knock-out step calls and leverage on the fact that certain symmetry and parity relations hold between different geometric step contracts. Establishing these relations is the content of the next section.
Symmetry and Parity Relations
To allow for a simultaneous treatment of both European-type and American-type geometric step contracts, we start by introducing, for T > 0, any stopping time
and knockout/knock-in rates ρ L , ρ H ∈ R, the following quantities:
(2.15) Using this notation, the next put-call-duality result can be derived. A proof is provided in Appendix A.
Lemma 1 (Duality of Geometric Step Contracts). Consider an exponential Lévy market, as introduced in (2.1), (2.2) and (2.6), with driving process (X t ) t≥0 having Lévy exponent given as in (2.3). Then, under the notation (2.14) and (2.15), we have for any T > 0 and stopping time τ ∈ T [0,T ] that
where Ψ Y (·) represents the Lévy exponent of another Lévy process (Y t ) t≥0 driving an exponential Lévy market with
In particular, we obtain that the Lévy exponent Ψ Y (·) is given by
Our results in Lemma 1 are similar to Lemma 1 in [FM06] . However, while these authors consider standard options, our results hold within the whole class of geometric double barrier step contracts. In particular, since geometric double barrier step options reduce to standard options for ρ L = ρ H = 0, Lemma 1 offers a generalization of the derivations obtained in [FM06] . Additionally, our proof reveals that similar results could be derived for other occupation time derivatives. Due to the focus of our article, we nevertheless refrain from discussing further duality results here.
Combining Lemma 1 with few simple transformations allows us to derive duality and symmetry relations for European-type and American-type geometric step options. The results are summarized in the next corollary, whose proof is given in Appendix A.
Corollary 1 (Duality and Symmetry of Geometric Step Contracts). Consider an exponential Lévy market, as introduced in (2.1), (2.2) and (2.6), with driving process (X t ) t≥0 having Lévy exponent given as in (2.3). Then, the following duality and symmetry results hold
(2.23)
where the Lévy exponents Ψ Y (·) is defined as in Lemma 1 and • refers to the exercise specification of the options, i.e. • ∈ {E, A}.
Geometric Step Options and PIDEs
We next turn to the pricing of geometric double barrier step contracts. As already mentioned in Section 2.2, we focus from now on on geometric double barrier knock-out step call options, i.e. we take ρ L , ρ H ≤ 0 and leverage on the relations obtained in Section 2.3. We emphasize however that the approach followed in the upcoming sections is general enough to produce similar results for other types of geometric step contracts and that only few, slight adaptions are needed.
In order to price both European-type as well as American-type double barrier step (call) options, it is sufficient to focus on corresponding step contracts that are initiated at the valuation date under consideration. This clearly follows since for • ∈ {E, A} and any T , x, γ L , γ H , r, δ, K, L, H, ρ L , ρ H , and Ψ X (·), we have that
(2.24) Therefore, we assume from now on that an exponential Lévy market, described in terms of its characteristic exponent Ψ X (·), has been pre-specified and concentrate, for • ∈ {E, A}, on geometric step contracts of the form DSC • (T , x; K, , ρ ) := DSC • (T , x, 0, 0; r, δ, K, L, H, ρ L , ρ H , Ψ X (·)), (2.25) with := (L, H) and ρ := (ρ L , ρ H ).
Proposition 1 and Proposition 2 are of great practical importance since they both provide a characterization of the respective geometric step contracts in terms of a PIDE problem and therefore already allow for a simple treatment of the options DSC E (·) and DSC A (·) by means of standard numerical techniques. However, these results do not offer any additional insights on the early exercise structure of these options. Instead, an early exercise decomposition into diffusion and jump contributions can be specified and PIDE characterizations thereof can be derived by analyzing the early exercise premium, E DSC (·), that is defined, for any T , x, K, , and ρ , by
Deriving these characterizations is the content of the following discussion, where we restrict ourselves to jump distributions that are absolutely continuous with respect to the Lebesgue measure, i.e. we only consider Lévy processes whose intensity measure takes the form Π X (dy) = π X (y)dy (2.35) for a certain jump density π X (·). This is to ensure that the upcoming decomposition stays meaningful. However, we emphasize that this assumption could be relaxed and additionally note that it does not constitute a real restriction since (almost) all Lévy processes studied in the financial literature satisfy this property.
We start our discussion by noting that the stopping region D s is a closed and left-connected 4 set in [0, T ] × [0, ∞) that additionally has the following decomposition , while the fact that T → DSC A (T , x; K, , ρ ) is, for any x, K, , and ρ , non-decreasing implies, for 0 ≤ T 1 ≤ T 2 ≤ T , that we have (T 1 , x) ∈ D s whenever (T 2 , x) ∈ D s . This already gives what is often referred to as left-connectedness. Therefore, we only have to prove the disjointness of the sets D L s , D H s \ {L} in the decomposition (2.36). To see this property, we note that, for any T , x, K, and , the following inequality holds
Since standard options are recovered from geometric double barrier step options by replacing ρ with ρ S := (0, 0) in (2.25) and (standard) double barrier knock-out options can be understood as "limit" of geometric double barrier step contracts, e.g. via the sequence ρ B n, n∈N := (−n, −n) n∈N , we obtain, in particular, that
(2.38)
Here, C A (·) and DBC A (·) refer to the (standard) American-type call and the (standard) American-type double barrier knock-out call, obtained by where DSC (τ, x; K, , ρ ) = DSC τ, x, 0, 0; r, δ, K, L, H, ρ L , ρ H , Ψ X (·) denotes the contract version of (2.14) that is initiated at the valuation date under consideration, i.e. in the sense of the notation introduced in (2.25). Hence, this gives that D S,s ⊆ D s ⊆ D B,s , with D S,s and D B,s denoting the stopping region of the corresponding (standard) American-type call and (standard) American-type double barrier knock-out call, respectively, i.e. Next, combining the closedness of D s with its left-connectedness and decomposition (2.36) leads to the following observations: 5 First, any entry of the stopping region that is triggered by the diffusion part of the process (S t ) t≥0 6 will happen by crossing the boundary ∂D s of the set D s , where . This is a direct consequence of Assumption (2.35), as this assumption implies that, conditional on a jump occuring at time t, events of the form {S t = ϕ + S t− } have for any fixed ϕ ∈ R zero probability. Additionally, in cases where # ∂D s ∩ {T 0 } × D s,T 0 = ∞ holds for some T 0 ∈ [0, T ], the stopping region has the particularity to suddenly increase in size at this particular point in time T 0 and any entry in ∂D s ∩ {T 0 } × D s,T 0 is very much due to the drastic change in the shape of the stopping region at this point. In particular, since Lévy processes are quasi left-continuous, i.e. left-continuous over predictable stopping times, these stopping scenarios can only be due to the diffusion part of the process (S t ) t≥0 . Consequently, these observations justify the usage of the sets ∂D s and D • s to decompose the stopping region D s into sub-regions where stopping is purely triggered by diffusion and by jumps, respectively. This subsequently results in a decomposition of the early exercise premium, E DSC (·), of the following form:
Here, the premiums E 0, DSC (·) and E J , DSC (·) refer to the early exercise contributions of the diffusion and jump parts, respectively, and are defined in the following way
where the European-type functions DSC 0, E (·) and DSC J , E (·) are given by
and the American-type contributions DSC 0, A (·) and DSC J , A (·) are defined, accordingly, as
Combining these definitions with strong Markovian arguments finally allows us to derive PIDE characterizations of the early exercise contributions E 0, DSC (·) and E J , DSC (·). This is the content of the next proposition, whose proof is presented in Appendix A.
Proposition 3. For any fixed T > 0, strike K ≥ 0, barrier levels 0 ≤ L ≤ H < ∞, and knock-out rates ρ L , ρ H ≤ 0, the value of the diffusion contribution to the early exercise premium of the geometric double barrier step call, E 0, DSC (·), satisfies the following Cauchy-type problem:
Similarly, the value of the jump contribution to the early exercise premium of the geometric double barrier step call, E J , DSC (·), solves the following Cauchy-type problem:
Although Proposition 3 provides a meaningful characterization of diffusion and jump contributions to the early exercise premium of geometric step options, one may have the impression that these results are lacking applicability. In particular, it seems difficult to make use of these characterizations in practice since the sets D s , ∂D s , and D • s are usually not known in advance. However, we will see that Proposition 3 and the upcoming results of Section 2.5 will play a crucial role in Section 3, where they will allow for a derivation of semi-analytical diffusion and jump contributions to the early exercise premium of geometric down-and-out step call options under hyper-exponential jump-diffusion markets.
Maturity-Randomization and OIDEs
We next deal with maturity-randomized geometric step contracts. To this end, we consider for a function g :
and note that this transform has several desirable properties. 7 In particular, applying the Laplace-Carson transform in the context of mathematical finance allows to randomize the maturity of (certain) financial contracts, i.e. to switch from objects with deterministic maturity to corresponding objects with stochastic maturity. This last property offers various approaches to the valuation of financial positions and has therefore led to a wide adoption of the Laplace-Carson transform in the option pricing literature, with [Ca98] being one of the seminal articles in this context.
Once an (analytical or numerical) expression for the Laplace-Carson transform has been obtained, inversion is carried out numerically through an inversion algorithm. One possible choice is the Gaver-Stehfest algorithm that has the advantage to allow for an inversion of the transform on the real line and that has been successfully used by several authors in the option pricing literature (cf. [KW03] , [Ki10] , [WZ10] , [HM13] , [LV17] , [CV18] , [LV19] ). We will also rely on this algorithm, i.e. we set
where the coefficients are given by
with a := sup{z ∈ Z : z ≤ a}, and will recover the original function g(·) by means of the following relation
(2.60)
More technical details around the Gaver-Stehfest inversion as well as formal proofs of the convergence result (2.60) for "sufficiently well-behaved functions" are provided in [VA04] , [AW06] , [Ku13] , and references therein.
A. European-Type Contracts
To start, we focus on maturity-randomized versions of the European-type geometric step option DSC E (·), i.e. we consider geometric step contracts of the form
where (S t ) t≥0 refers, once again, to the (strong) Markov process obtained by "killing" the sample path of
and whose cemetery state is given by ∂ ≡ 0, and T ϑ denotes an exponentially distributed random time of intensity ϑ > 0 that is independent of (S t ) t≥0 . It is not hard to see that (2.61) re-writes as
and therefore that the maturity-randomized versions (2.61) correspond, for any fixed x, K, , and ρ , to a strict application of the Laplace-Carson transform to the function T → DSC E (T , x; K, , ρ ). Additionally, we note that this transform is well-defined. Indeed, this was already shown in a slightly different context for standard (European-and American-type) options in [Ma19a] and directly follows from these results, for ρ ≤ 0 and • ∈ {E, A}, by means of the inequality
Consequently, combining these properties with arguments similarly used in the proof of Proposition 1 allows to obtain an OIDE characterization of the maturity-randomized European-type contracts (2.61). This is the content of the next proposition, whose proof is provided in Appendix A.
Proposition 4. For any intensity ϑ > 0, strike K ≥ 0, barrier levels 0 ≤ L ≤ H < ∞, and knock-out rates ρ L , ρ H ≤ 0, the value of the maturity-randomized European-type geometric double barrier step call, DSC E (·), is continuous on [0, ∞) and solves the ordinary integro-differential equation
(2.65)
B. American-Type Contracts
Lastly, we discuss maturity-randomized versions of the American-type geometric step option DSC A (·), i.e. we consider the following geometric step contracts
where we use the notation introduced in Section 2.5.A. Due to their complex early exercise structure, these maturity-randomized contracts do not anymore coincide with a strict application of the Laplace-Carson transform to their deterministic counterparts T → DSC A (T , x; K, , ρ ). Instead, conditioning on the (independent) exponential random time T ϑ only leads to the following expression
(2.67) where DSC (τ, x; K, , ρ ) = DSC τ, x, 0, 0; r, δ, K, L, H, ρ L , ρ H , Ψ X (·) denotes, as earlier, for any T > 0 and stopping time τ ∈ T [0,T ] , the contract version of (2.14) that is initiated at the valuation date under consideration, i.e. in the sense of the notation introduced in (2.25). Nevertheless, the same arguments as in Section 2.5.A. (cf. [Ma19a] ) directly show that the right-hand side in (2.67) is well-defined for ρ ≤ 0 and any ϑ > 0. Furthermore, OIDE characterizations of the maturity-randomized American-type contract DSC A (·) as well as of the respective early exercise premiums can be derived using strong Markovian arguments. This is the content of the following discussion.
To start, we recall that the (independent) exponential random time T ϑ can be interpreted as the (first) jump time of a corresponding (independent) Poisson process (N t ) t≥0 with intensity ϑ > 0 and that this can be used to re-express the optimal stopping problem in a slightly different form. In particular, we can consider, for any ϑ > 0 and initial value z = (n,
Clearly, the process (Z S J t ) t≥0 behaves exactly like the process (Z t ) t≥0 for all times t < τ S J , which implies that most of the properties of (Z t ) t≥0 naturally extend to (Z S J t ) t≥0 . 8 Additionally, DSC A (·) can be re-expressed, for ϑ, K, and ρ , in the form
where the value function V A (·) has the following representation under the measure Q Z z having initial distribution Z 0 = z:
Therefore, using the fact that the payoff function x → (x − K) + is continuous as well as standard optimal stopping arguments (cf. Corollary 2.9. and Remark 2.10. in [PS06] ), we can infer that the continuation and stopping regions to (the more general) Problem (2.70) read, respectively
and that the first-entry time τ
is optimal in (2.70). 9 This then allows us to make use of standard strong Markovian arguments to derive a characterization of the American-type contract DSC A (·) in terms of a Cauchy-type problem and leads via Relation (2.69) and the following continuation and stopping regions
to the next proposition. A proof is presented in Appendix A.
Proposition 5. For any intensity ϑ > 0, strike K ≥ 0, barrier levels 0 ≤ L ≤ H < ∞, and knock-out rates ρ L , ρ H ≤ 0, the value of the maturity-randomized American-type geometric double barrier step call, DSC A (·), is continuous on [0, ∞) and satisfies the following Cauchy-type problem:
To finalize our discussion, we aim to characterize diffusion and jump contributions to the maturity-randomized early exercise premium of geometric double barrier step contracts, that is defined for ϑ, x, K, , and ρ via
For simplicity of the exposition, we directly rely on the continuation and stopping regions introduced in (2.73), (2.74) and note that the maturity-randomized American-type option DSC A (·) can be equivalently written as
clearly inherits the optimality of its counterpart (2.72) in the more general problem (2.70). Then, following the line of the arguments provided in Section 2.4.B., we can make use of the sets ∂ D ϑ,s and D • ϑ,s to decompose the stopping region into subregions where (early) stopping is purely due to diffusion and jumps, respectively, and subsequently derive a decomposition of the maturity-randomized early exercise premium, E DSC (·), of the form
Here, the premiums E 0, DSC (·) and E J , DSC (·) refer to the maturity-randomized early exercise contributions of the diffusion and jump parts, respectively, and are defined via
where the maturity-randomized European-type functions DSC 0, E (·) and DSC J , E (·) are given by
and the maturity-randomized American-type contributions DSC 0, A (·) and DSC J , A (·) are defined accordingly, as
Combining these definitions with strong Markovian arguments similarly used in the proof of the previous propositions and the memorylessness of the exponential distribution finally allows us to derive OIDE characterizations of the early exercise contributions E 0, DSC (·) and E J , DSC (·). This is the content of the next proposition, whose proof is provided in Appendix A.
Proposition 6. For any intensity ϑ > 0, strike K ≥ 0, barrier levels 0 ≤ L ≤ H < ∞, and knock-out rates ρ L , ρ H ≤ 0, the value of the diffusion contribution to the maturity-randomized early exercise premium of the geometric double barrier step call, E 0, DSC (·), satisfies the following Cauchy-type problem:
Similarly, the value of the jump contribution to the maturity-randomized early exercise premium of the geometric double barrier step call, E J , DSC (·), solves the following Cauchy-type problem:
Although maturity-randomized American-type contracts and maturity-randomized early exercise premiums do not anymore coincide with a strict application of the Laplace-Carson transform to their deterministic counterparts, they exhibit a very similar structure. This becomes clear when comparing Equations (2.67) and (2.77) with Identity (2.62). Hence, once (analytical or numerical) results are obtained for these quantities, a very natural pricing algorithm consists in dealing with their results as if they would actually correspond to proper Laplace-Carson applications and therefore in inverting them via an algorithm such as the one proposed in the Gaver-Stehfest inversion. This has been already investigated by other authors in a similar context (cf. [WZ10] , [LV17] , [CV18] ) where this approach has proven to deliver a very good pricing accuracy. We will follow the idea of this literature and will provide in Section 4 numerical results for geometric down-and-out step call options under hyper-exponential jump-diffusion markets based on this ansatz. This also justifies our slight abuse of notation in the current section, where we intentionally used for both maturity-randomized American-type contracts as well as maturity-randomized early exercise premiums the same notation as for Laplace-Carson transforms.
Geometric Step Options and Hyper-Exponential Jump-Diffusion Markets
As an application of the theory developed in Section 2, we derive semi-analytical pricing results for (regular) geometric down-and-out step call options under hyper-exponential jump-diffusion markets, i.e. we fix in (2.1), (2.2) hyper-exponential jump-diffusion dynamics (X t ) t≥0 and consider geometric step options of the form
Generalities on Hyper-Exponential Jump-Diffusion Markets
We recall that a hyper-exponential jump-diffusion market is a Lévy market consisting of a deterministic savings account (B t (r)) t≥0 (cf. (2.1)) and a risky asset (S t ) t≥0 (cf. (2.2)) whose driving process (X t ) t≥0 combines a Brownian diffusion with hyper-exponentially distributed jumps. In particular, the underlying dynamics (X t ) t≥0 have the usual jump-diffusion structure, i.e. they can be characterized on a filtered probability space (Ω, F, F, P) via
where (W t ) t≥0 denotes an F-Brownian motion and (N t ) t≥0 is an F-Poisson process having intensity parameter λ > 0. The constants ζ := E Q e J 1 − 1 and σ X > 0 express the average (percentage) jump size and the volatility of the diffusion part, respectively. Additionally, the jumps (J i ) i∈N are assumed to be independent of (N t ) t≥0 and to form a sequence of independent and identically distributed random variables following a hyper-exponential distribution, i.e. their (common) density function f J 1 (·) is given by
where p i > 0 and ξ i > 1 for i ∈ {1, . . . , m} and q j > 0 and η j > 0 for j ∈ {1, . . . , n}. Here, the parameters (p i ) i∈{1,...,m} and (q j ) j∈{1,...,n} represent the proportion of jumps that are attributed to particular jump types and are therefore assumed to satisfy the condition m i=1 p i + n j=1 q j = 1. For notational simplicity, we require that the intensity parameters (ξ i ) i∈{1,...,m} and (η j ) j∈{1,...,n} are ordered in the sense that ξ 1 < ξ 2 < · · · < ξ m and η 1 < η 2 < · · · < η n (3.4) and note that this does not consist in a loss of generality.
As special class of Lévy markets, hyper-exponential jump-diffusion markets can be equivalently characterized in terms of their Lévy triplet b X , σ 2 X , Π X , where b X and Π X are then obtained as
y Π X (dy) and Π X (dy) := λf J 1 (y)dy.
(3.5)
Combining these results with Equation (2.3), their Lévy exponent, Ψ X (·), is then easily derived as
Similarly, their Laplace exponent, Φ X (·), is well-defined for θ ∈ (−η 1 , ξ 1 ) and equals
In what follows, we will consider the Laplace exponent as standalone function on the extended real domain Φ X : R \ {ξ 1 , . . . , ξ m , −η 1 , . . . , −η n } → R. This quantity will play a central role in the upcoming derivations.
In fact, many distributional properties of hyper-exponential jump-diffusion markets (and of their generalizations) are closely linked to the roots of the equation Φ X (θ) = α, for α ≥ 0. This was already used in various articles dealing with option pricing and risk management within the class of mixed-exponential jump-diffusion models (cf. among others [Ca09] , [CCW09] , [CK11] , [CK12] ). In this context, the following (important) lemma was derived in [Ca09] under hyper-exponential jump-diffusion models. The interested reader is referred for a proof to the latter article.
Lemma 2. Let σ X > 0 and Φ X (·) be defined as in (3.7). Then, for any α > 0, the equation Φ X (θ) = α has (m + n + 2) real roots β 1,α , . . . , β m+1,α and γ 1,α , . . . , γ n+1,α that satisfy
Remark 4.
i) At this point, one should note that the roots in Lemma 2 are only known in analytical form in very few cases. Nevertheless, this does not impact the importance and practicability of this result since all roots can be anyway recovered using standard numerical techniques. ii) Similar characterizations to the one presented in Lemma 2 can be derived under the assumption that σ X = 0 (cf. [FMV19] ) and combining these characterizations with the upcoming derivations of Section 3.2 subsequently allows to derive semi-analytical pricing results under hyper-exponential jump-diffusion markets with σ X = 0. However, since the main techniques do not substantially differ from the ones presented in this article, we refrain from discussing this type of results and focus on the more important case where σ X > 0. 10
Maturity-Randomization and OIDEs
We now go back to the OIDE characterizations of Proposition 4, Proposition 5, and Proposition 6, and consider the respective problems (2.64)-(2.65), (2.75)-(2.76), and (2.86)-(2.91) for (regular) geometric downand-out step call options under hyper-exponential jump-diffusion markets with σ X > 0. First, we note that the infinitesimal generator (2.8) simplifies in this case to
(3.10) 10 A discussion of results for σX = 0 in a slightly different context is provided in [FMV19] .
Together with the properties of the hyper-exponential density f J 1 (·), this allows us to uniquely solve the problems (2.64)-(2.65), (2.75)-(2.76), and (2.86)-(2.91), and to derive closed-form expressions for the (regular) maturity-randomized geometric down-and-out step contracts DOSC E (·), DOSC A (·), and corresponding early exercise premiums E DOSC (·), E 0, DOSC (·), and E J , DOSC (·). This is discussed next.
We start by dealing with the maturity-randomized European-type contract DOSC E (·). Here, upon imposing a natural smooth-fit condition (cf. among others [CCW10] , [XY13] , [WZ16] ), the following characterization of the (regular) maturity-randomized European-type geometric down-and-out step call option DOSC E (·) can be obtained. A proof is provided in Appendix B.
Proposition 7. Consider a hyper-exponential jump-diffusion market as described by (2.1), (2.2), and (3.2), (3.3). Then, for any intensity parameter ϑ > 0, the (regular) maturity-randomized European-type geometric down-and-out step call, DOSC E (·), has the following representation
where the vector of coefficients v :
solves the system of equations given in (A.78) of Appendix B.
We next derive (semi-)analytical results for the (regular) maturity-randomized American-type geometric down-and-out step call contract DOSC A (·). Having already obtained a closed-form expression for the European-type option DOSC E (·), we can now focus on the maturity-randomized early exercise pricing problem instead. Indeed, although a direct application of the techniques developed in the proof of Proposition 7 to DOSC A (·) is equally feasible, switching to the maturity-randomized early exercise pricing problem substantially reduces the complexity of the resulting equations. We therefore follow this approach and decompose the American-type contract DOSC A (·) as sum of the European-type option DOSC E (·) and the early exercise premium E DOSC (·). Additionally, since we have seen in Section 2 that the stopping region of a (maturity-randomized) geometric knock-out option is a sub-domain of the stopping region for the respective (maturity-randomized) barrier-type knock-out option, we can follow the ansatz in [XY13] (cf. [LV17] , [CV18] ) and conjecture that the early-exercise region is delimited by a free-boundary b s > K, whose value has to be found. Combining these observations, we therefore arrive at the next proposition, whose proof is provided in Appendix B.
Proposition 8. Consider a hyper-exponential jump-diffusion market as described by (2.1), (2.2), and (3.2), (3.3). Then, for any intensity parameter ϑ > 0, the (regular) maturity-randomized American-type geometric down-and-out step call option, DOSC A (·), is given by
12)
where the maturity-randomized early exercise premium to the (regular) geometric down-and-out step call, E DOSC (·), has the following representation:
(3.13)
Here, the vector of coefficients w := (D + 1 , . . . , D + m+1 , F + 1 , . . . , F + m+1 , F − 1 , . . . , F − n+1 ) solves the system of equations given in (A.106) of Appendix B and the early exercise boundary b s is implicitly given by combining (A.106) with Equation (A.119).
To complete our derivations, we lastly generalize the results obtained in [LV17] to American-type geometric step contracts and provide a jump-diffusion disentanglement of the maturity-randomized early exercise premium to the (regular) geometric down-an-out step call. Here, combining our results in Proposition 6 with ideas similarly employed in [LV17] , [CV18] , and [FMV19] , allows us to derive (semi-)analytical expressions for E 0, DOSC (·) and E J , DOSC (·), the maturity-randomized early exercise contribution of the diffusion and jump parts to the geometric down-and-out step call option. This leads to our final proposition, whose proof is provided in Appendix B.
Proposition 9. Consider a hyper-exponential jump-diffusion market as described by (2.1), (2.2), and (3.2), (3.3). Then, for any intensity parameter ϑ > 0, the maturity-randomized early exercise premium to the (regular) geometric down-and-out step call, E DOSC (·), has the following decomposition Here, the premiums E 0, DOSC (·) and E J , DOSC (·) refer to the maturity-randomized early exercise contributions of the diffusion and jump parts, respectively, and are given by 
Numerical Results
To complement the theoretical results of Section 2 and Section 3, we lastly illustrate structural and numerical properties of (regular) geometric down-and-out step call options under hyper-exponential jump-diffusion markets. For simplicity of the exposition as well as to allow for a better comparability of our results with the existing literature, we rely on Kou's double-exponential jump-diffusion model (cf. [Ko02] ) as class representative and combine a variety of parameters that were similarly used in the following related articles: [Li99] , [KW04] , [CCW09] , [CCW10] , [CK12] , [WZ16] , [LV17] , [CV18] , and [DLM19] . All our numerical results are obtained using Matlab R2017b on an Intel CORE i7 processor. 
Geometric Step Options and Limiting Contracts
We start our illustrations by investigating the convergence of geometric knock-out step call options to their limiting contracts. As already pointed out in Section 2, standard and (standard) barrier-type options can be understood as extremities on a continuum of geometric double barrier knock-out step contracts, namely when the knock-out rates are chosen as ρ = (0, 0) and ρ = (−∞, −∞), respectively. Furthermore, since hyper-exponential jump-diffusion markets reduce to the Black & Scholes market (cf. [BS73] ) when the jump intensity λ is zero, our results should be consistent in the limit λ ↓ 0 with those obtained e.g. in [Li99] and [DLM19] . We verify these results in Table 1 , where we compare the value of (regular) European-type and American-type geometric down-and-out step call options for ρ L = 0 ("Standard Call Price"), ρ L = −26.34 ("Step Call Price"), and ρ L = −50 000 000 ("Barrier Call Price") with the respective Black & Scholes values ("B&S Values"). 11 As in these papers (cf. also [WZ16] ), we take T = 1.0, σ X = 0.2, r = 0.05, δ = 0.07, S 0 = 100, K = 100, L = 95, and ρ L = −26.34. Furthermore, we align the parameters of the double-exponential distribution to frequent choices in the literature and fix the probability of an up-jump with p = 0.7 (cf. [LV17] ) and positive and negative jump parameters with ξ = 25 and η = 50, respectively (cf. [KW04] , [CK12] , [LV17] , [CV18] ). Finally, as in [WZ16] the convergence to the Black & Scholes values is investigated via λ ∈ {1, 0.1, 0.01, 0.001, 0.0001}.
As expected, the results in Table 1 show that standard options, geometric step options, and (standard) barrier-type options under the Black & Scholes market can be recovered by means of their respective contracts under double-exponential jump-diffusion markets as λ ↓ 0. Furthermore, our results confirm the convergence of geometric down-and-out step call options to barrier-type down-and-out call contracts as ρ L ↓ −∞. This becomes evident when looking at the "Barrier Call Price" of Table 1 while recalling that the Black & Scholes value is a true barrier-type value that was obtained using Ritchken's trinomial tree method and that the converging values correspond to those of geometric down-and-out step call options with ρ L = −50 000 000. Finally, we note that our results are in line with the observations in [LV17] , where the pricing accuracy of the Gaver-Stehfest inversion algorithm for European-type options was very high 12 and the relative pricing errors of the same inversion method applied to American-type options instead ranged from roughly ±0.33% to ±1.38%. As explained in Remark 3, this is mainly due to the fact that maturity-randomized American-type contracts as well as maturity-randomized early exercise premiums do not anymore coincide with a strict application of the Laplace-Carson transform but are regardless treated as such. 
Early Exercise Structure of Geometric Step Options with Jumps
Having verified the convergence of geometric step options to their limiting contracts, we next investigate the early exercise structure of (regular) geometric down-and-out step call options. To this end, we start by computing absolute European-type values ("Euro"), absolute early exercise premiums ("EEP"), relative early exercise contributions 13 ("EEP%"), and diffusion contributions to the early exercise premium ("DC%") for standard call options ("Standard Call Price"), (regular) geometric down-and-out step call options ("Step Call Price") and (regular) pseudo barrier-type down-and-out call options ("Barrier Call Price"). 14 Here, we combine again the parameter choices in [Li99] and [DLM19] with frequent jump specifications in the literature. More specifically, we choose T = 1.0, σ X = 0. Tables 2-5 . 12 In this article, the relative pricing errors of the Gaver-Stehfest inversion algorithm for European-type contracts never exceeded ±0.22%. 13 The relative early exercise contribution is expressed as percentage of the American-type geometric step option price. 14 As earlier, we rely on results for geometric down-and-out step call contracts with ρL = −50 000 000 to derive pseudo barrier-type down-and-out call option values. Table 3 : Theoretical (down-and-out) call values and structure of the early exercise premium for r = 0.05, δ = 0.07, K = 100, L = 95, ρ L = −26.34, p = 0.5, ξ = 50 and η = 50. The results in Tables 2-5 show that the early exercise premium comprises a substantial part of the price of American-type geometric step contracts even if the option is out of the money. Additionally, they suggest that the absolute early exercise premium is for any rate ρ L increasing in the underlying price S 0 and that the relative early exercise contribution tends to increase with more severe (i.e. more negative) knock-out rates. This is intuitively clear, since increasing the magnitude of the knock-out rate widens the early exercise domain of the American-type geometric step option and therefore further incentivizes early stopping. This subsequently raises the importance of the early exercise premium in the American-type geometric step option value and consequently increases its relative contribution. Next, we note that the diffusion contribution to the early exercise premium is a non-decreasing function of the underlying price S 0 and that this similarly seems to hold for the relative early exercise contribution. However, this last suggestion is wrong as can be seen in Figure 1a where we have plotted the relative early exercise contribution of the geometric down-andout step call as a function of the underlying price S 0 ∈ [85, 115] and the knock-out rate ρ L ∈ [−1000, 0] using the following standard parameters: T = 1.0, σ X = 0.2, r = 0.05, δ = 0.07, K = 100, L = 95, λ = 5, p = 0.5, ξ = 25, η = 50. As it turns out, the general behavior of the relative early exercise contribution depends on the location of the spot price relative to the barrier level L. In particular, while the relative early exercise contribution is increasing in the underlying price S 0 above the barrier L = 95, it may be decreasing below the barrier for severe (i.e. large negative) knock-out rates ρ L . Nevertheless, we note that the results in Figure 1 also confirm many of the properties already discussed. In particular, the monotonicity of the relative early exercise premium as function of the knock-out rate is clearly documented here. Additionally, Figure 1b provides further evidence for the monotonicity of the diffusion contribution to the early exercise premium as function of the underlying price S 0 , while Figure 1c confirms the monotonicity of the absolute early exercise premium as function of the underlying price S 0 . [WZB17] ). Additionally, although the inclusion of jumps naturally raises questions about their importance, no clear investigation of jump risk on the price and hedging parameters of geometric step options has been provided yet. This is the content of the next discussion.
We start by quantifying the impact of the jump intensity λ on the prices and greeks of (regular) geometric down-and-out step call options and of their respective early exercise premiums. Here, we plot in Figure 2 the difference in the prices, deltas, and gammas for the geometric down-and-out step call options with and without jumps as function of the underlying price S 0 ∈ [85.115] and the intensity parameter λ ∈ [0, 20] for the following parameters: T = 1.0, σ X = 0.2, r = 0.05, δ = 0.07, K = 100, L = 95, ρ L = −26.34, p = 0.5, ξ = 25, η = 50. As expected, all differences vanish as the jump parameter approaches zero and the value of the European-type contracts increases when jumps are added (cf. Figure 2a ). However, including jumps to the asset dynamics does not necessarily increase the value of the early exercise premium. This becomes evident when looking at Figure 2b where the difference in the early exercise premiums of the geometric downand-out step calls with and without jumps becomes negative for out of the money options. Accordingly, the difference in the deltas of the European-type geometric step options with and without jumps is always positive (cf. Figure 2c) while the difference of the deltas for the corresponding early exercise premiums may become negative (cf. Figure 2d ). Finally, one should note that the difference in the deltas attains for both European-type options and early exercise premiums its maximum at the barrier level L. These findings similarly hold true for the gamma differences, where the main (positive and negative) differences are found near the barrier (cf. Figure 2e and Figure 2f ).
Secondly, we investigate the effect of the positive jump size ξ on the prices and greeks of (regular) geometric down-and-out step call options and of their respective early exercise premiums. This is demonstrated in Figure 3 where we have plotted the difference in the prices, deltas, and gammas for the geometric downand-out step call options with and without jumps as functions of the underlying price S 0 ∈ [85.115] and the positive jump parameter ξ ∈ [5, 100] for the following specification: T = 1.0, σ X = 0.2, r = 0.05, δ = 0.07, K = 100, L = 95, ρ L = −26.34, λ = 5, p = 0.5, η = 50. Here, for a given spot S 0 the difference in prices of the geometric down-and-out step calls with and without jumps increases with increasing average jump size 1 ξ (cf. Figure 3a ) and the same holds true for the difference in the early exercise premiums (cf. Figure 3b) , except in parts of the payoff exercise domain, where an opposite relation is observed. While this result may seem surprising at first, it was already noticed for American-type Parisian options in [CV18] , where the authors argue that the behavior is due to the structure of the early exercise premium, as difference between the intrinsic value of the option (which does not depend on the model parameters) and the corresponding European-type option price (which increases with increasing average jump size 1 ξ ). The same rationale also holds true in our case and the net effect then becomes negative in parts of the payoff exercise domain. Finally, an increase in the average jump size 1 ξ also usually leads to higher sensitivities for both European-type geometric down-and-out step calls and their respective early exercise premiums, except in parts of the payoff exercise domain where the same opposite relation is observed (cf. Figure 3c, Figure 3d , Figure 3e , and Figure 3f ).
Conclusion
In the present article, we have extended the current literature on geometric step option pricing in several directions. Firstly, we have derived symmetry and parity relations and obtained various characterizations for both European-type and American-type geometric double barrier step options under exponential Lévy markets. In particular, we were able to translate the formalism introduced in [FMV19] to the setting of geometric double barrier step options and to generalize at the same time the ideas introduced in [CYY13], [LV17] and [CV18] to Lévy-driven markets. As a result of these extensions, we were able to derive a jump-diffusion disentanglement for the early exercise premium of American-type geometric double barrier step options and its maturity-randomized equivalent as well as to characterize the diffusion and jump contributions to these early exercise premiums separately by means of partial integro-differential equations and ordinary integro-differential equations. To illustrate the practicability and importance of our characterizations, we have subsequently derived semi-analytical pricing results for (regular) European-type and American-type geometric down-and-out step call options under hyper-exponential jump-diffusion markets. Lastly, we have used the latter results to discuss the early exercise structure of geometric step options once jumps are added and to provide an analysis of the impact of jumps on the price and hedging parameters of (European-type and American-type) geometric step contracts. 
Appendices Appendix A: Proofs -Section 2
Proof of Lemma 1. For the sake of better exposition, we start by expanding our notation and define, for a Lévy process (X t ) t≥0 , t ≥ 0, x ≥ 0, γ ≥ 0 and given barrier level > 0, Then, we denote by (X t ) t≥0 the dual process to (X t ) t≥0 , i.e. the process defined for t ≥ 0 byX t := −X t , and note that, for t ≥ 0, x ≥ 0, K ≥ 0, γ ≥ 0 and > 0, the following relation holds 
holds. Therefore, if one shows that (X t ) t≥0 is again a Lévy process under the measure Q (1) , (A.4) implies that
where Ψ
(1) X (·) denotes the Lévy exponent of (X t ) t≥0 under the measure Q (1) . In fact, showing that (X t ) t≥0 is a Lévy process is not hard and can be done as in [Ma19a] (see also [FM06] ). To conclude, we therefore need to verify that Ψ (1) X ≡ Ψ Y holds, where Ψ Y (·) satisfies (2.17) and is given as in (2.18). To this end, we first note that E Q (1) e iθX 1 = E Q Z 1 e −iθX 1 = E Q e i(−(θ+i))X 1 e −Φ X (1) = e −(Ψ X (−(θ+i))+Φ X (1)) .
(A.6) Therefore, the Lévy exponent of (X t ) t≥0 under Q (1) can be recovered as Ψ (1)
where Π (dy) := e −y ΠX (dy) and the jump measure of the dual process (X t ) t≥0 satisfies ΠX (dy) = Π X (−dy). Lastly, we can combine these results with Equation (2.7) to obtain that
This finalizes the proof.
Proof of Corollary 1. First, we note that Equation (2.22) is a direct consequence of Lemma 1, since taking τ ≡ T in (2.16) directly provides the result for the European-type options, while the corresponding equality for American-type options is recovered from (2.16) by taking the supremum over the set T [0,T ] . Therefore, we proceed with the proof of the second identity.
For the proof of (2.23), we note as in the proof of Lemma 1 that, for a Lévy process (X t ) t≥0 , t ≥ 0, x ≥ 0, γ ≥ 0 and given barrier level > 0, the following identity holds
where we have used the notation introduced in (A.1). Then, combining the latter relation with Lemma 1 allows us to recover, for T > 0 and any stopping time τ ∈ T [0,T ] , that
Here, Ψ Y (·) represents, as in Lemma 1, the Lévy exponent of a process (Y t ) t≥0 driving another exponential Lévy market and that satisfies the relations (2.17)-(2.21). Therefore, taking as earlier τ ≡ T in (A.10) directly provides us with the result for the European-type options, while the corresponding identity for American-type contracts is obtained from (A.10) by taking the supremum over the set T [0,T ] .
Proof of Proposition 1. We start by showing the continuity of (T , x) → DSC E (T , x; K, , ρ ) on the domain [0, T ] × [0, ∞) for any K, , and ρ . To do this, we first note that the continuity of the occupation times x → Γ ± X,T , (x, 0), defined for any T ∈ [0, T ] and ≥ 0 as in (A.1), and the continuity of the function x → (x − K) + , for K ≥ 0, directly give by means of the dominated convergence theorem the continuity of x → DSC E (T , x; K, , ρ ) for any of the parameters T , K, , and ρ . Therefore, to prove that (T , x) → DSC E (T , x; K, , ρ ) is, for any parameters K, , and ρ , continuous on [0, T ] × [0, ∞), it is enough to show that T → DSC E (T , x; K, , ρ ) is, for any parameters x, K, , and ρ , uniformly continuous on [0, T ]. To obtain this property, we fix times to maturity 0 ≤ u < t ≤ T , recall that ρ L , ρ H ≤ 0 and derive that
where λ := r−ρ L −ρ H . Consequently, the right-continuity of the process (X t ) t∈[0,T ] implies the convergence
This shows that the function T → DSC E (T , x; K, , ρ ) is, for any parameters x, K, , and ρ , uniformly continuous over [0, T ] and the proof of the initial claim is complete.
We now prove that DSC E (·) solves Equation (2.26) on (0, T ] × [0, ∞) with initial condition (2.27). Here, we start by noting that, for any parameters T , x, K, , and ρ , geometric double barrier step options can be rewritten in the simpler form
where (S t ) t∈[0,T ] refers to the (strong) Markov process 16 obtained by "killing" the sample path of (S t ) t∈[0,T ] at the proportional rate λ(
. The process' transition probabilities are then given by
and we identify its cemetery state, without loss of generality, with ∂ ≡ 0. Consequently, for any initial value z = (t, x) ∈ [0, T ] × [0, ∞), the process (Z t ) t∈[0,t] defined via Z t := (t − t,S t ),S 0 = x, is a strong Markov process with state domain given by D t := [0, t] × [0, ∞). Additionally, DSC E (·) can be re-expressed, for any K, , and ρ , as
where the value function V E (·) has the following representation under the measure Q Z z having initial distribution Z 0 = z:
, is a stopping time that satisfies τ S ≤ t, under Q Z z with z = (t, x). Furthermore, the stopping region S is for any t ∈ [0, T ] a closed set in D t . Therefore, standard arguments based on the strong Markov property of (Z t ) t∈[0,t] (cf. [PS06] ) imply that V E (·) satisfies the following problem
where A Z denotes the infinitesimal generator of the process (Z t ) t∈[0,t] . To complete the proof, we note that (for any suitable function V : D t → R) the infinitesimal generator A Z can be re-expressed as
Therefore, recovering DSC E (·) via (A.15) finally gives the required equation and initial condition.
Proof of Proposition 2. First, we note that the continuity of x → DSC A (T , x; K, , ρ ) for any T , K, , and ρ , follows, just like the continuity of x → DSC E (T , x; K, , ρ ) for T , K, , and ρ , by means of the dominated convergence theorem while noticing the continuity of the occupation times x → Γ ± X,T , (x, 0), defined for any T ∈ [0, T ] and ≥ 0 as in (A.1), and the continuity of the function x → (x − K) + , for K ≥ 0. Therefore, to prove that (T , x) → DSC A (T , x; K, , ρ ) is, for any parameters K, , and ρ , continuous on [0, T ] × [0, ∞), it is enough to show that T → DSC A (T , x; K, , ρ ) is, for any parameters x, K, and ρ , uniformly continuous on [0, T ]. To derive this property, we fix times to maturity 0 ≤ u < t ≤ T , denote by τ 2 the optimal stopping time for DSC A (t, x; K, , ρ ) and set τ 1 := τ 2 ∧ u. Then, noting that T → DSC A (T , x; K, , ρ ) is a non-decreasing function 17 while recalling that ρ L , ρ H ≤ 0 holds and that τ 1 is not necessarily optimal for the time to maturity u, we obtain that
where λ := r − ρ L − ρ H . Therefore, since we have that τ 2 − τ 1 → 0, for t − u → 0, we obtain, by means of the dominated convergence theorem, the convergence
This finally shows that the function T → DSC A (T , x; K, , ρ ) is, for any parameters x, K, , and ρ , uniformly continuous over [0, T ] and the proof of the initial claim is complete.
To prove that DSC A (·) satisfies the Cauchy-type problem (2.32), (2.33), we consider again, for any initial value z = (t, x) ∈ [0, T ] × [0, ∞), the (strong) Markov process (Z t ) t∈[0,t] defined via Z t := (t − t,S t ),S 0 = x, and make use of the fact that
and τ Ds refers to the optimal stopping time defined according to (2.31). Since τ Ds ≤ T and the stopping region D s is a closed set in the domain [0, T ] × [0, ∞), 18 this leads via standard arguments based on the strong Markov property of (Z t ) t∈[0,t] (cf. [PS06] ) to the following problem Proof of Proposition 3. To start, we note that the strong Markov property of the process (S t ) t∈[0,T ] together with the optimality of the stopping time τ Ds defined, for any (fixed) T ∈ [0, T ], according to (2.31) imply that the diffusion and jump contributions to the early exercise premium of the geometric double barrier step call, E 0, DSC (·) and E J , DSC (·) respectively, can be written in the form
Therefore, to prove that E 0, DSC (·) and E J , DSC (·) satisfy Problem (2.50)-(2.52) and (2.53)-(2.55) respectively, we consider again, for any initial value z = (t, x) ∈ [0, T ] × [0, ∞), the (strong) Markov process (Z t ) t∈[0,t] defined via Z t := (t − t,S t ),S 0 = x, and make use of the fact that where V 0 E (·) and V J E (·) are defined, under the measure Q Z z having initial distribution Z 0 = z = (t, x), by
where A Z denotes the infinitesimal generator of the process (Z t ) t≥0 . To complete the proof, we note that the infinitesimal generator A Z can be re-expressed (for any suitable function V : D → R) as
where A N denotes the infinitesimal generator of the Poisson process (N t ) t≥0 and the notation A n N , A x S , and A x S is used to indicate that the generators are applied to n and x, respectively. Therefore, recovering DSC E (·) via (A.35) while noting Relation (A.39) and the fact that for any x ∈ [0, ∞) we have
finally completes the proof.
Proof of Proposition 5. First, we note that the discussion preceding Proposition 5 implies that the optimal stopping problem (2.70) can be re-expressed, under the measure Q Z z having initial distribution
where τ The continuity of x → DSC A (ϑ, x; K, , ρ ) on [0, ∞) for ϑ, K, , and ρ is an easy consequence of the continuity of x → (x − K) + and the dominated convergence theorem. This concludes the proof of the proposition.
Proof of Proposition 6. Following the ideas outlined in the previous proofs, we re-consider, for any ϑ > 0 and initial value z = (n, x) ∈ N 0 ×[0, ∞), the process (Z t ) t≥0 defined on the state domain D := N 0 ×[0, ∞) via Z t := (n + N t ,S t ),S 0 = x, as well as its stopped version, (Z S J t ) t≥0 , defined according to (2.68) and note that the diffusion and jump contributions to the maturity-randomized early exercise premium of the geometric with A X denoting the infinitesimal generator of (X t ) t≥0 , i.e.
Equivalently, this can be written in the following system of three equations
where we have set * := log(L). Combining the arguments provided in [CK11] (cf. also [LV17] , [CV18] , [FMV19] ) with the fact that
is a particular solution to (A.60) implies that the general solution to (A.58)-(A.60) takes the following form
where the coefficients (A + s ) s=1,...,m+1 , (B + s ) s=1,...,m+1 , (B − u ) u=1,...,n+1 and (C − u ) u=1,...,n+1 are subsequently determined by analyzing the solution under the respective equations and in the different regions. This is done next.
To start we derive that where, for i = 1, . . . , m,
Therefore, since the parameters ξ 1 , . . . , ξ m are all different from each other, we conclude that
Combining similar arguments to the ones used in (A.62) with Equation (A.59), we derive that
where, for i = 1, . . . , m and j = 1, . . . , n,
Hence, since the parameters ξ 1 , . . . , ξ m , η 1 , . . . , η n are all different from each other, we conclude that where, for j = 1, . . . , n,
.
Therefore, since the parameters η 1 , . . . , η n are all different from each other, we conclude that R 3 j (ϑ; k, L, ρ L ) = 0, for j = 1, . . . , n.
(A.73) STEP 4: To close the system of equations, we impose smooth-fit conditions and obtain the following four identities: Although we do not further comment on the appropriateness of the smooth-fit conditions (A.76) and (A.77), we emphasize that smooth-pasting is very natural under hyper-exponential jump-diffusion markets and refer for similar results, e.g. to [CCW10] , [XY13] , [WZ16] .
STEP 5:
To finalize our derivations, we combine the results obtained in STEP 1 -STEP 4. This leads to the following system of equations
where v := (A + 1 , . . . , A + m+1 , B + 1 , . . . , B + m+1 , B − 1 , . . . , B − n+1 , C − 1 , . . . , C − n+1 ) . Here, q E = (q 1 E , . . . , q 8 E ) is a (2m + 2n + 4)-dimensional column vector, whose elements are defined in the following way: i) q 1 E and q 2 E are 1 × m vectors given by where the coefficients (D + s ) s=1,...,m+1 , (F + s ) s=1,...,m+1 , (F − u ) u=1,...,n+1 and the free-boundary b * are subsequently determined by analyzing the solution under the respective equations and in the different regions. Here, following the steps outlined in the proof of Proposition 7, we arrive at the following system of equation
where w := (D + 1 , . . . , D + m+1 , F + 1 , . . . , F + m+1 , F − 1 , . . . , F − n+1 ) . The vector q A = (q 1 A , . . . , q 6 A ) is a (2m+n+3)dimensional column vector, whose elements are defined in the following way: ii) q 3 A is a 1 × n vector given by q 3 A j := 0, j = 1, . . . , n, iii) q 4 A , q 5 A , q 6 A are real values given by q 4 A := 0, q 5 A := iii) Q 31 A , Q 32 A and Q 33 A are respectively n × (m + 1) and n × (n + 1) matrices given, for j = 1, . . . , n, s = 1, . . . , m + 1, and u = 1, . . . , n + 1, by where q A,0 = (q 1 A,0 , . . . , q 6 A,0 ) and q A,J = (q 1 A,J , . . . , q 6 A,J ) are (2m + n + 3)-dimensional column vectors, whose elements are defined by: i) q 1 A,0 and q 2 A,0 are 1 × m vectors given by q 1 A,0 i := 0, q 2 A,0 i := 0, i = 1, . . . , m, ii) q 3 A,0 is a 1 × n vector given by q 3 A,0 j := 0, j = 1, . . . , n, iii) q 4 A,0 , q 5 A,0 , q 6 A,0 are real values given by q 4 A,0 := 0, q 5 A,0 := ii) q 3 A,J is a 1 × n vector given by q 3 A,J j := 0, j = 1, . . . , n, iii) q 4 A,J , q 5 A,J , q 6 A,J are real values given by q 4 A,J := 0, q 5 A,J := 0, q 6 A,J := 0. (A.128)
As a final remark, it is worth mentioning that the above values for q 5 A,0 and q 5 A,J only hold under the assumption that σ X > 0. In fact, whenever σ X = 0, hyper-exponential jump-diffusion processes reduce to finite activity pure jump processes and the corresponding continuous-fit conditions do not anymore hold at the boundary level b * (cf. [FMV19] ).
